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SUBJECT: English Language                                                          CLASS: JSS 1 

WK TOPIC CONTENT OBJECTIVE 

1 Vocabulary Air transport After revision, learners should 

be able to identify words 

related to air transport and 

answer questions on them 

appropriately.  

2 Structure Adjectives Learners should be able to 

define adjectives and use them 

properly in sentences. 

3  Comprehension A passage Learners should be able to read 

the passage properly and 

answer questions relating to the 

passage. 

4 Literature Poem: Money Learners should be able to read 

and understand the poem, the 

themes, structure, language, 

mood and tone, whilst being 

able to answer questions on it.   

5 Essay writing Informal letter Learners should be able to 

write a proper address for an 

informal letter, write while 

avoiding errors and punctuate 

properly. 

 

INSTRUCTION: Answer all question in all the sections below. 

TOPIC 1  

Pick the correct answer from the option below. 

1. Airplanes are parked in a __________ 

a. garage b. hanger c. hall            d. cockpit 

2. A ________ is in charge of serving travelers on a plane. 

a. Waiter b. servant c. butler d. hostess 

3. The _______ is responsible with giving directions and communicating with aircrafts and 

pilots. 

a. control tower    b. traffic warden     c. traffic tower     d. control panel 

4. The part of a plane the passenger where the pilot occupies is ________. 



a. Hanger b. cockpit c. control room        d. drivers seat. 

5. Which of this is not a means of air travel 

a. Planes b. jets         c. helicopter      d. hovercrafts 

6. The path on which a plane follows to take off is known as _________ 

a. road       b. path way      c. runway      d. helipad 

7. A ________ is a person who is in charge of a plane 

a. captain      b. attendant      c. hostess      d. wingman  

 

TOPIC 2 

Pick out the Adjective in the sentences below 

8. An adjective is used to give more meaning to a ________ 

a. verb      b. noun     c. adverb     d. vowel 

9. He threw the hard rock into the river. 

a. threw     b. rock     c. hard     d. river 

10. The boy wore a blue shirt to school. 

a. boy     b. wore     c. blue     d. shirt 

11. Janet is looking forward to wearing her beautiful dress on Easter. 

a. Janet     b. wearing     c. dress     d. beautiful 

12. He sang with a melodious voice 

a. He      b. sang       c. melodious     d. voice 

 

TOPIC 3 

COMPREHENSION 

Read the passage and answer the questions below by choosing the most appropriate of the 

options lettered A-D 

When I was much younger, I used to wonder what type of magic people used to make a candle 

stand up on a plain ground or on a tin. I had tried several times and it would not stand up. I often 

look at a candle standing up on a tin and burning, with amazement, I had not seen anyone lighting 

the candle and placing it on any flat surface. It was the ready-made thing I always saw.  

As I grew older, I discovered that there was no trick or magic that was being used. It was a simple 

process. This was after watching my mother do it. It was on a night when I had to do my school 

assignment. Unfortunately, there was a power outage and if I didn’t do the assignment, I would be 

done for. My mother who always encouraged me to do all my assignments told me not to worry 

as there was a type of light which the electricity authority had no control over. She brought out a 

candle and a thin. Then, she started the process and I watched excitedly. 

She first of all warmed the bottom of the candle with flame of a match. She held the candle over 

the middle of the thin. She continued to do it until several drops of grease had fallen into the middle 

of the thin. She used about three matches. Then she pressed the candle down into the drops of 

grease and she held it in an upright position until the grease was dry and hard. At first the candle 

was not firmly fixed in the grease and so it fell over. My mother had to repeat the whole process. 
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This second time, it got firmly fixed Then she lit the candle.  “so this thing was not a magic or 

trick” I thought in my mind. My mother however warned me that I must make sure that the candle 

is always firmly fixed in the grease before I light it. She also added that I must always place the 

candle on a tin or a flat hard surface that is not flammable. If I am careless, the candle light can 

get the whole house burnt. 

Questions: 

13. The passage is mainly about? 

a) Magic 

b) How to maket a candle stand up 

c) The importance of assignment 

d) Electricity 

14. According to the passage, what brought about witnessing the making a candle stand? 

a) There was thunder strike 

b) There was power outage 

c) There was no sunlight 

d) The writer needed to do his assignment and there was no light 

 

15. Which of the following statement is true according to the passage 

a) A candle cannot stand on a tin 

b) A candle can be placed on items that are flammable 

c) A candle can stand on a  thin by pressing the bottom firmly to the drops of grease 

d) A candle is not useful at all 

 

16. What was the first thing the mother did? 

a) She warned the top of the candle 

b) She lighted the candle 

c) She warmed the tin of the candle 

d) She warmed the bottom of the candle 

17. The writer always wonder when he saw a candle standing on a tin because he thought  it 

was _____________ 

a) a magic 

b)  a joke   

c) supernatural  

d) natural 

 

TOPIC 4 

LITERATURE: Poetry (Money) 

18. The mood of the poem “Money” is that of _________ 

a. excitement and fright 

b. joy and contentment 



c. hopelessness and lamentation 

d. desperation and frustration 

 

19. The writer of the poem “Money” is _________ 

              a.Andrew Umona      b. Faith Andrew      c. Oiwana Andrew      d. Oiwana Martins 

 

20. In the poem, the poet ------------- the society for placing undue emphasis on money.   

           a.condemns      b. commends      c. promotes      d.appreciates  

 

TOPIC 5 

ESSAY 

Since you went home for the break, you have not been in contact with your best friend from 

school. Write a letter of not less than 150 words telling him/her about all the activities you have 

been doing at home to avoid boredom and the safety measures you and your family have 

undertaken since the outbreak of the corona virus.  

 

 

 

TEACHERS’ CONTACTS FOR ASSISTANCE 

S/NO NAME EMAIL PHONE NUMBER 

1 WOLE FAPONMILE woleatanda@gmail.com 08020317197 

2 GANDU FUNOM funomgandu@gmail.com 08063730319 

3 AKANNI JOHN akannij4@gmail.com 08035905867 

 

NOTE:  

• Students should feel free to interact with any of the above teachers for assistance through 

phone calls, Whatsapp or email. 

• Students are to answer the above questions in their Test and Assignment exercise books 
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